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Good afternoon everyone! PAUSE. Thank you so much for your introduction and this warm 

welcome. I would first like to begin with extending my gratitude to The St. Martin de Porres 

League for sponsoring this wonderful celebration of Dr. King year after year!  I thank you 

for the invitation to be with you today and extend a special thank you to Mary Bailey and 

the parish of Immaculate Conception.  

Educated, courageous, compassionate, faithful, a visionary, conscientious, persistent, and 

resilient are just a few adjectives that can be used to describe the Reverend Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr. During my childhood growing up in Harlem, at both home and school, I can 

remember being taught about the life of a great man—a man who built the foundation for 

the life you and I currently live and serves as the motivation for us to continue to improve 

our future. I invite you to join me and let’s take a quick walk down Dr. King’s history lane.  

Dr. King was born on January 15, 1929 in Atlanta, GA. He obtained his Bachelor degree 

from Morehouse College in 1948 and in 1951 a degree from Crozer Theological Seminary. 

He married Coretta Scott in 1953 and together they had four children, Yolanda,                   

Martin Luther King III, Dexter and Bernice.  In 1955, Dr. King completed his doctoral study 

at Boston College and from there he assumed many roles during his short lifetime which 

included being a Baptist Pastor, Orator, Activist, Humanitarian and Civil Rights leader. Dr. 

King’s activism during the African American civil rights movement was to push our nation 

towards educational, economic, medical and professional equality for all. Inspired by 

Mohatma Gandhi’s preaching of non-violence and his own Christian principles, Dr. King 



made it known through multiple demonstrations, speeches, and organized actions like 

boycotts,  that the treatment of African-Americans in America was not just unfair, but was 

unethical, dehumanizing and against the ideals of our country. Using tactics of peace and 

not violence, he fought these injustices by helping to found the Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference and working with the National Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People. Highlights of his remarkable life include the receipt of the Nobel Peace 

Prize at the age of 35, being the first African-American to be named Time Magazine’s “Man 

of the Year”, organizing the 1955 Montgomery, Alabama Bus Boycott, and assisting in the 

organization of the 1963 March on Washington where he delivered his famous “I Have a 

Dream” Speech that we reflect upon today. From his admiration of Gandhi’s non-violence 

and his own Christian beliefs, Dr. King always spoke from a place of love. He encouraged his 

fellow man to not only love their neighbor, but to love and pray for their enemies. Talk 

about a challenge!  

Now on to Dr. King’s dream. August 28, 1963. Washington, DC. Sweltering heat. Frustration. 

Aggravation. Tension. Hopelessness yet faith that a change was possible. These all describe 

the atmosphere of this historical event. Today, we Recall the Dream; To be exact, we Recall 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream. On this August day over 50 years ago, Dr. King 

expressed his dream to see all racial segregation abolished. That regardless of our skin 

color we should be able to eat in the same place, learn in the same place, worship in the 

same place, use the same restroom and drink from the same water fountains--Walk the 

streets without fear of retaliation and being randomly or unjustifiably attacked by police 

just because we are black.  This powerful address that we recall today did not call for us to 

distrust or hate those who inflicted this harm, but rather to act with dignity and discipline 



to gain our full freedom, so that we are judged by the content of our character and not the 

color of our skin. Dr. King had faith that someday this freedom would be achieved. PAUSE.  

Today I ask you to reflect on these elements of his speech. Do you believe that Dr. King’s 

dream has been fulfilled? I believe that we have made significant strides and are living his 

dream, but speaking from my heart and personal experiences I find that we still have a 

ways to go.  We cannot give up yet. Today we have some of the same barriers that were 

present over 50 years ago and new ones that need to be torn down! These barriers are 

prevalent to the Black community, but now inequities are rampant based on gender, 

religion, and socioeconomic status. Debates over “Stop over Frisk” plague our communities, 

the concept of “driving while black” is one that even I’ve personally experienced,  being 

followed in stores while you’re just trying to find your favorite soda or a nice suit; having 

your method of payment questioned at the counter, receiving inadequate healthcare and 

health insurance that is barely insuring anything, living in homes with little to no heat and 

hot water and landlords acting as if this is okay, still fighting voting obstacles and enrolling 

children in schools that don’t meet our country’s academic standards or have standards at 

all, but having to do so because of zoning laws and unaffordable tuition at “good” schools in 

privileged neighborhoods.   

Then there are some challenges to fulfilling Dr. King’s dream that we impose upon 

ourselves.  I’m talking about those challenges that we succumb to by feeding into society’s 

expectations of us and may not work with enough determination to overcome. With the 

advancements that we have made since Dr. King’s speech, why is it that you won’t find a 

majority of us standing at the nation’s capital or sending massive amounts of emails to stop 



the cutting of federal financial aid for higher education, but you will however find us on line 

overnight for the newest pair of Jordans or a video game system; why do we have to worry 

about walking the streets now because of violence that may be performed by someone who 

looks like our relative and is loved by God, but who doesn’t know this because he has found 

love from the streets and not from his parents. One of my favorite quotes from Dr. King is 

when he states nonviolence means avoiding not only external physical violence, but also 

internal violence of the spirit. We must motivate and have a spirit of upliftment towards 

one another for now all of us have a choice to succeed. A choice that was not an option 50 

plus years ago. Because of Dr. King we have the opportunity to go to any school we wish 

and we can set high expectations for ourselves because now we can achieve them!  A 

majority of our current generation is unaware of the plight of our ancestors, Dr. King and 

other civil rights activists because some educational systems have removed it from the 

curriculum. Our calling to continue Dr. King’s dream is to ensure that this education is 

delivered in some way shape or form; times have changed so maybe it won’t be a 

conversation at the dinner table, but perhaps it’s by sending a book about Dr. King, Rosa 

Parks, Sojourner Truth,  orMalcolm X to a child’s kindle or iPad; using a calendar in your 

house that highlights African and African-American inventors, doctors, lawyers, singers, 

dancers, etc.,  taking your family to historical museums and viewing movies that show us in 

a positive light. 

During my tenure at The College of New Rochelle, I have had the blessing to be able to 

assist in the development of individuals at such a crucial stage in their life. It is during the 

traditional undergraduate years, that students come to really know themselves and I have 

told countless students that my story to get where I am was not handed to me. I was born 



in what some would call the hood, but I refused to let the hood define or determine my 

outcome. Lessons from my great-grandmother, grandmother and mother taught me that 

nothing will come easy, but you are God’s child and therefore work for nothing short of the 

best. And thus, I have pushed my students to do the same. In spite of all of their obstacles, I 

constantly would remind them, this struggle is not new. Someone before you had to 

overcome this hurdle and did. Now you can do it too. I encourage them to determine what 

they value in life for as Malcolm X  stated, “A man who stands for nothing will fall for 

anything.” Couple Malcolm X’s quote with Dr. King saying, “The quality, not the longevity, of 

one’s life is what is important” and I’ve managed to equip all students with wisdom that 

they can carry them through their endeavors. I then ask them to take this knowledge and to 

spread it amongst their classmates.  

Those of us who are here  are taking those next steps to continue Dr. King’s dream and I 

hope that upon leaving here we make certain to share his love and non-violent preaching 

with those who need to hear it; with those who are hurting from the weight of the world on 

their shoulders, with those who need that extra push to go for that diploma, certification, 

degree or job because in this world it is now a necessity; we owe it to our ancestors who 

struggled, shed blood, sweat, tears and their lives for us to have these opportunities. I hope 

tomorrow as we celebrate Dr. King’s birthday that we take the spirit of service which his 

holiday calls us to and let it continue throughout each day of our lives.  

So how do we continue to march forward, reconfigure how we are viewed in society and 

make Dr. King’s dream fully a reality, so that we can go from recalling the dream to living 

the dream?   The acts that we have endured as a people make it even more difficult to 



embrace our enemies with love, but you know what Dr. King has a point. Society banks on 

us to show anger towards acts of injustice, so it will justify negative actions towards us and 

now is the time more than ever before for us to change this thought pattern. 

We have a black President and a host of successful Black people as government officials, 

and holding top positions in business, medicine, law, education and other fields, and it is 

through the work of these educated individuals and our future leaders who are our 

children right here in this church and beyond that will help our people to overcome 

educational gaps, differences in wages, achieve ample healthcare and foster a sense of love 

and respect for one another that our country so greatly needs.   

As Catholics and Christians called to spread love by our Pope, Pope Francis who leads a life 

like Dr. King, that is an example of faith and love in action, I ask you to leave here today a 

changed person. A person who has recalled Dr. King’s dream along with me and will now 

give thought and action as to how you will personally contribute to the fulfillment of his 

dream. It won’t happen overnight and at times, there will be tough days where it is hard to 

see the light, but I leave you with this quote from Dr. King, “Faith is taking the first step 

even when you don’t see the whole staircase.”  Thank you. 

   


